SUBJECT: CONSULTATIONS WITH SOV DEL ON SEABED DISARMAMENT TREATY RES

1. SUMMARY. US AND SOV DELS AFTER REVIEWING STATUS OF CONSULTATIONS WITH CCD DELS, HAVE DETERMINED THAT 10 DELS ARE NOW READY TO CO-SPONSOR SEABEDS RES AND THAT AT LEAST 3 OR 4 MORE ARE EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO DO SO IN VERY NEAR FUTURE. US AND SOV DELS HAVE AGREED TO RECOMMEND TO THEIR CAPITALS THAT THEY RECEIVE AUTHORITY MAKE SEVERAL CHANGES IN CURRENT DRAFT PRIOR TO MOVING FORWARD WEEK OF OCT. 19 WITH BROADER CONSULTATIONS WITH DELS NOT IN CCD. END SUMMARY.

2. REACTIONS OF OTHER DELS:

(A) JAPAN, NETHERLANDS, UK, MOROCCO, PAKISTAN, UAR, POLAND, HUNGARY, CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND MONGOLIA HAVE GIVEN DEFINITE REPLY THAT THEY ARE PREPARED TO CO-SPONSOR. ITALY REPLIED AFFIRMATIVELY ON OCT. 11.

(B) IGNATIEFF (CANADA) HAS RECOMMENDED TO OTTAWA THAT CAN
DEL BE AUTHORIZED CO-SPONSOR TEXT AS IS BUT THAT IT SHOULD PROPOSE ELIMINATION OF PREAMBULAR LANGUAGE ON FREEDOMS OF HIGH SEAS ON PERSONAL BASIS. IGNATIEFF HAS ALREADY URGED SOV DEL AS WELL AS US DEL TO DELETE THIS PHRASE. DE ROZAS (ARGENTINA) HAS STRONGLY URGED THAT REFERENCE TO FREEDOMS OF SEAS BE DELETED AND HAS RECOMMENDED TO BA THAT ARGENTINE DEL CO-SPONSOR RES IF LANGUAGE IS DELETED. ZELLEKE (ETHIOPIA) HAS SUGGESTED THAT THIS REFERENCE BE DELETED TO AVOID UNNECESSARY PROBLEMS.

(C) GARCIA ROBLES SAYS MEXICAN CO-SPONSORSHIP MIGHT BE POSSIBLE AFTER SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE FOR INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS ON MEXICAN PROBLEMS RE TREATY HAVE BEEN WORKED OUT. HE HAS SUGGESTED, HOWEVER, THAT THIRD PREAMBULAR PARA BEGINNING "RECOGNIZING THE COMMON INTEREST ETC." BE CHANGED TO READ "RECOGNIZING THE COMMON INTEREST OF MANKIND IN THE RESERVATION OF THE SEABED AND THE OCEAN FLOOR EXCLUSIVELY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES" EXPLAINING THAT LANGUAGE HE PROPOSES WAS INCLUDED IN LAST YEAR'S GA RES 2602, WHICH BOTH US AND USSR VOTED FOR, AND THAT HE BELIEVES MANY MEMBERS OF GA, ESPECIALLY MEMBERS OF SEABEDS COMMITTEE, WILL STRONGLY PREFER LANGUAGE FROM LAST YEAR'S RES.

(D) SWEDEN, ETHIOPIA, INDIA, NIGERIA, BURMA AND YUGOSLAVIA ARE STILL AWAITING GUIDANCE FROM CAPITALS. ACCORDING TO SOV DEL, BULGARIA IS EXPECTED TO CO-SPONSOR WHILE ROMANIA STILL UNCERTAIN.

(E) BRAZILIAN DEL HAS REFERRED TEXT HOME BUT HAS NOT RECOMMENDED CO-SPONSORSHIP BECAUSE IT BELIEVES MOST CONSTRUCTIVE TACTIC FOR BRAZILIAN DEL IS TO REST WITH EXISTING GOB INSTRUCTIONS ON SEABED TREATY, WHICH INCLUDE AFFIRMATIVE VOTE FOR RES BUT DO NOT COVER CO-SPONSORSHIP.

(F) ITALIAN DEL HAS RECEIVED APPROVAL TO VOTE FOR RES BUT STILL AWAITING APPROVAL FOR CO-SPONSORSHIP. (ITALIAN APPROVAL FOR CO-SPONSORSHIP RECEIVED OCT 17)

3. SOVIET DEL OFFS (SHUSTOV AND KRASULIN) AND US DEL OFFS (NEIDLE, GIVAN AND BRANDT), MEETING OCTOBER 16, EXCHANGED NOTES ON STATUS OF CONSULTATIONS, AS IN ABOVE PARA, AND DISCUSSED TACTICS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE CHANGES, TO GAIN
WIDEST SUPPORT FOR RES COMMENDING TREATY. SHUSTOV BELIEVED THAT EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO AVOID UNNECESSARY PROBLEMS. HE THOUGHT IT WAS NOT NECESSARY TO REPEAT IN RES LANGUAGE OR CONCEPTS WHICH WERE ALREADY CONTAINED IN SATISFACTORY AND BALANCED FORM IN TREATY. HE, THEREFORE, BELIEVED IT WOULD BE BEST TO CHANGE LAST PREAMBULAR PARA SO THAT IT WOULD MERELY READ "CONVINCED THAT THIS TREATY WOULD FURTHER THE PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES OF THE CHARTER OF THE UN". THE LANGUAGE ON FREEDOMS OF THE SEAS COULD BE DELETED, HE EXPLAINED, BECAUSE SUBJECT WAS COVERED TO OUR MUTUAL SATISFACTION IN TREATY. SHUSTOV ALSO BELIEVED THAT THIS CHANGE SHOULD BE MADE PROMPTLY, BEFORE TEXT OF DRAFT RES IS GIVEN WIDE CIRCULATION. NEIDLE SAID THAT SHUSTOV'S COMMENTS WERE VERY SIMILAR TO HIS. DEL'S THINKING, BUT QUESTION OF CHANGES IN RES WOULD, OF COURSE, HAVE TO BE REFERRED TO WASHINGTON.

ON TACTICAL LEVEL, HE OBSERVED THAT IT WOULD BE IMPORTANT IN NEXT STAGE OF CONSULTATIONS TO ENLIST ENTHUSIASTIC AND EFFECTIVE SUPPORT FROM CANADIANS AND ARGENTINES WHO WERE TWO OF MOST INFLUENTIAL DELS ON QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO TREATY. PROMPT DELETION OF REFERENCE TO FREEDOMS OF HIGH SEAS WOULD REMOVE POSSIBLE OBSTACLE TO THEIR FULL COOPERATION.

ON QUESTION OF CHANGE SUGGESTED BY GARCIA ROBLES (PARA 2C ABOVE), SHUSTOV SAID THAT HE THOUGHT SOVIETS WOULD HAVE NO DIFFICULTY IN VOTING FOR ANY APPROPRIATE PREAMBULAR CLAUSE WHICH THEY HAD VOTED FOR IN A PAST RESOLUTION. NEIDLE SAID HE THOUGHT USG WOULD TAKE SIMILAR VIEW. NEIDLE AND SHUSTOV AGREED, HOWEVER, THAT SINCE MEXICO WAS NOT IN FACT NOW OFFERING CO SPONSORSHIP IN EXCHANGE FOR THIS CHANGE AND SINCE NO OTHER DELS HAD YET PROPOSED IT, IT WOULD BE BEST FOR US AND SOV DELS TO SEEK STANDING CONTINGENT AUTHORITY TO SUBSTITUTE CLAUSE FROM LAST YEAR'S RES IF IT APPEARED ADVANTAGEOUS TO DO SO TO GAIN BROADER CO SPONSORSHIP DURING NEXT ROUND OF CONSULTATIONS.

ON GENERAL TACTICS US AND SOV DEL OFFS BELIEVED IT WOULD BE IMPORTANT TO BE IN POSITION TO BEGIN CONSULTING NON CID MEMBERS EARLY WEEK OF OCT 19. THEY AGREED TO RECOMMEND TO THEIR CAPITALS, THEREFORE, THAT THEY AUTHORIZE CHANGING FINAL PREAMBULAR PARA TO READ "CONVINCED THAT THIS TREATY WILL FURTHER THE PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES OF THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS". OBJECTIVE THEN WOULD BE TO NAIL DOWN
ARGENTINE CO-SPONSORSHIP AND ENSURE ACTIVE ARGENTINE LOBBYING WITH OTHER DELS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. KEY DELS OUTSIDE OF CCD WILL BE APPROACHED AS POTENTIAL CO-SPONSORS: STARTING OCT 21 OR 22.

RECOMMENDATIONS: WE RECOMMEND THAT WE BE GIVEN AUTHORITY TO CHANGE LAST PREAMBULAR PARA AS INDICATED ABOVE AS SHUSTOV, IGNA TIEFF, DE ROZAS AND ZELLEKE HAVE ALL SAID TO US, AND WE AGREE, TREATY STANDS BY ITSELF AND THERE IS NO NEED TO REPEAT ANY PARTICULAR EXCEPTS FROM IT IN PREAMBLE TO GA RES. WE THINK IT WOULD BE BEST, THEREFORE, TO GO FORWARD AT THIS TIME WITH TOTALLY UNEXCEPTIONABLE CLAUSE MERELY INVOLVING UN CHARTER, WHICH WOULD AVOID ANY POSSIBILITY OF CAUSING ARGUMENTS ABOUT FREEDOMS OF HIGH SEAS IN GENERAL AND HELP ASSURE EARLY AND ENTHUSIASTIC COOPERATION FROM ARGENTINA AND CANADA. WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT WE BE AUTHORIZED TO MAKE CHANGES SUGGESTED BY GARCIA ROBLES: IF AND WHEN IT MAY APPEAR ADVANTAGEOUS TO DO SO DURING NEXT ROUND OF CONSULTATIONS, WE WOULD APPRECIATE RECEIVING THESE AUTHORIZATIONS TUESDAY EVENING OR WEDNESDAY MORNING AT LATEST.
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